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LADIES HELMS RACE
In early September, SMU Sailing sent 3 boats to
take part in the Ladies Helms Race held at
Raffles Marina. This regatta, co-organized by
Raffles Marina and the Singapore Breast Cancer
Society, aimed to raise awareness of Breast
Cancer and also to support women suffering
from this ailment. The race was a long passage
race spanning the entire day and involved the use
of WHITE SAILs, meaning no spinnaker. Pink
was also the theme of the day, as one and all
sported this effervescent color on board the boats
along with other rather interesting paraphernalia
e.g. pink hats, ear mufflers, rabbit ears.
The race itself was slow moving with strong
current and light wind keeping the pack rather
close together, and perhaps the most lung
bursting activity was the frequent water
bombings that happen every time you passed
some of the bigger boats. Our Sailing team also
had 3 female skippers for this event with
fashionista Pu Fang helming Shengli, freshmen
Judith on the tiller for SMUmad and bowmanturned-helm Samantha manning SMuve.
Apparently, our girls are getting increasing
popular in the sailing fraternity with Alina and
Aretha helming for some of the bigger boats!
At the end of the day, Shengli came in 2nd in this
IRC passage race, just behind Foxy and the two
platus also putting on a good show. And what
better way to reward the female drivers than with
chocolate, Hersheys as well!
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LADIES HELMS RACE
An Interview with

ARETHA
CHANG
Which boat did you sail on and
who were the crew on board?
I sailed on Celere with Yves De Leener, the
boat owner, and a couple of his mates, Jono
(Zanzibar), Richard and Candice!

Any exciting or interesting close
shaves during the race?
(running over the platus etc…)

How was your first regatta
helming a race and on a 50 ft
yacht no less?

Close shave?! Absolutely. I almost ran over
SMUve during the upwind leg! Alexi was
helming the boat and I knew I was in
trouble when I saw him disappearing
beneath the bow…

Definitely wasn’t what I was expecting –
Yves invited me on board and reckoned I
was either bowing or trimming. TURNS
OUT, I WAS HELMING DURING THE
RACE. Absolutely iffy and thrilled at the
same time, I mean besides not being
mentally prepared, I was never really trained
to steer a boat during a race (let alone a 50
footer) returning the boat in it’s present state
was a huge concern!

How’s it like being a lady boss
on the boat?
Haha, well I wouldn’t say I took the role of
a ‘lady boss’ on board Celere. Many times
I’d suggest or ask Richard for his advice on
maneuvers. We worked as a team.
Personally, helming this race was more of a
learning experience, it was a pleasure to
learn from Richard and Jono who were
seasoned sailors and it was delightful to
hear them out on their ocean racing
experiences. Going in with an open mind
definitely made the regatta a memorable
one.

Went past the start line with staggering
confidence especially since I hadn’t any
practice prior to this and was immensely
relieved the wind only picked up after I did a
few tacks and gybes. The rudder was pretty
sensitive to slight movements and it took me
awhile to get used to it. I believe I was
snaking for the first two legs and got
bewildering stares from the passing boats
haha! Thankfully Richard, the tactician on
board, was there to guide me through the
race while giving me room to learn.
Time flew by and the experience was truly a
splendid one, finally felt the pressure of
being behind the wheel but it was nothing
less than exciting. Would definitely do it
again!

If you were to helm an all-ladies
crew, what is the first thing you
would say to them?
We’re ladies of the 21st Century, go big or
go home.
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LADIES HELMS RACE
An Interview with

SAMANTHA
CHUA
Which boat did you sail on and
who was on your boat?
I sailed on SMUMad with Mel, Yujia, Mok,
Terna and William.

How was your first regatta
helming a race?

and we found ourselves having to fight with
the still swinging wind direction. Shengli
on the other hand, benefited from the wind
direction change and was put in a better
position to cross ahead of us. It was indeed
an exciting and close shave between
Shengli and us.

Haha. This isn't my first regatta helming a
race! But this race was really boring.. :( The
Wind God decided to deprive us of his
treasure and to make things worse, it was a
white-sails-only race!

Any exciting or interesting close
shaves during the race?

Which one of your crew most
deserves a down-down during
the race?

Well, in fact there is! Which is surprising,
given such terrible weather during the most
part of the race. But I guess there will
always be surprises in any sailing event. So
anyway, it was the last leg of the race and
everyone on the boat was sitting in very
relaxing positions, slacking away and falling
asleep. I thought that we were in a good
position to finish before Shengli and
SMUve, but out of the sudden, the wind
swung 180 degrees and started blowing like
nobody's business. Of course, the crew went
chaotic cause just seconds ago they were
sleeping and yes, some lupping was
involved. As we headed towards the
finishing line, what seemed to be a good
position for a downwind backfired on us

I think I would give that honour to Madame
Melissa Goh – for neglecting her duties as a
mains trimmer even at the most crucial
time of the race and for not knowing her
points of sail!

If you could helm a non-smu
boat, which boat would you
choose? E.g. Tantrum…
There isn't a particular boat that I would
choose, but I definitely would love to helm
a big yacht. (:
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LIGHTCRAFT MATCH
RACING REGATTA
Formerly known as Constant Wind Match
Cup, this year’s price money pot brought
sailors from everywhere and anywhere to
the East Coast to race, with the likes of
Asia Pac Matchrace champ Russell Kan,
Olympic Laser sailor Colin Cheng among
the many names on the board.

appearance representing one of two SMU
boats at this event.
As with the Bahias and SMU sailors, one
does not simply sail a bahia and not flip
it over. Both teams took turns to capsize
the boats, with several dubious pictures
pointing to some very epic sailing out
there! Both boats did well eventually to
make it to the second stage but failed to
progress beyond there but it was a
learning experience for all involved.
Good job all our match racers!

But perhaps the biggest name everyone
wanted to see was our man of the
moment, Mr World-wide, Yarhmeh Ong.
Taking a break from his offshore sailing,
Yarhmeh made his celebrity helm
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CHINA
CUP
2012
By Cat Chua
Self-proclaimed boat boss
and floater

The 6th edition of the China Cup
International Regatta (CCIR) was held in
Shenzhen, China from Oct 26 – Oct 29. With
91 boats competing in 5 different classes, it
was a regatta like no other in the region.
Teams from every corner of the world –
China, Europe, Asia, Russia, Australia – flew
down to take part, drawn by the promise of
competitive racing in idyllic sailing conditions
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THE SMU TEAM

The SMU team, comprising Calvin (skipper),
Alexi (tactician), Eric (mains trimmer), Wei
Chong and Brandon (jib trimmers), Gwen and Justin (pit), Cat
(floater), Samuel (mastman), Winfrid and Terena (bow), and Roy
(team manager) participated in the one design Beneteau 40.7 Class.
Competition was keen with some of the world’s best sailors peppered
amongst the fleet including ocean racing legends Lionel Lemonchois
and Michael Desjoyeaux, Olympic medallists – Xu Lijia (2012 Laser
Radial Champion) and Peter Burling (2012 49-er Silver Medallist)
and former world champions.
8 races were held over the 4 days including a gruelling 6-hour
passage race from Hong Kong to Shenzhen, 2 round-the-island
geometric races and 5 windward/leewards.
Sailing on the 40-foot Beneteau represented a different challenge to
the smaller Platu 25s that we were accustomed to. For one,
spinnakers are sailed with 4 sheets, as opposed to 2; gybing the kite
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requires almost telepathic co-ordination
with your crew. Plus, with two head-sails
and two kites onboard, tactics were more
than just calling for wind – tactical
decisions had to be made for each leg of
the race on what headsail/kite was most
appropriate for the wind conditions.
Against that backdrop, the team battled
fierce winds gusting 20 knots, massive
swells (that suddenly changed direction),
and seasick crewmates to emerge stronger,
smarter sailors. Sailors, not just capable of
handling themselves well amidst the
testing conditions, but also able to execute
a flawless jib peel; wool,rig and sail an
asymmetrical kite; and splice a rope in
seconds (while not losing any fenders to
boot).
SMU emerged 16th in the 30-strong fleet,
a commendable feat in context of the high
caliber of sailors participating.
China Cup remains one of the highlights of
the SMU sailing calendar year with an
unrivalled experience. The excitement that

comes with competing for the best position
on the black-flag start line with 29 other
world-class teams is intense. This year’s
team will hold memories of some of the
more hilarious or exciting moments
encountered – like the time our helmsman
attempted to “soak” through the wrong side
of the finish line (insert tack tracker
picture), or the sight of Samuel Ong
hanging on for dear life as he flew out of
the boat, or the guilty look on Winfrid’s
face as Alexi called for an explanation as to
why the topping lift was flying in mid-air
and last but not least, the satisfaction of
rolling arch-nemesis Jerry on the
downwind.
We’re only sad its over... for now.
Many thanks to Modern Media, Roy and
OSL for their invaluable support in making
this trip a successful and enjoyable one.
Your support and encouragement have
gone a long way into building our love for
both school and sport and we are ever
grateful.

STARRY NIGHT
(HALL_OF_FAME)
2011
SEM 1: Samuel Yarhmeh Ong
SEM 2: Justin Siau
2012
SEM 1: Lionel Wee & Bryan Chan.

After some staircase action by Yarhmeh in the first half of 2011 and some
snoozing outside subway by Justin in the latter half, we were excited as to
what would take the most valuable puker, I mean, player award at Starry Nite
this year. And indeed with ‘low’ expectations set, it proved to be an epic night!
With a tiny table outside basement café, and the contingency of a dustbin
housed nearby, the club showed why we’re the most united of clubs with
generations of sailors, freshmen to alumni, weaklings to tanks, all were
gathered to celebrate on this boisterous evening. Not that the dustbin was
actually of any use, as a certain Bryan decided to show Merlion how it’s done!
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No one knows what the trigger was, or how things escalated so quickly,
although one suspects that a certain match race between the Wee brothers
might catalyzed this great night. It all started with, “Eh Leonard, Lionel
says you’re weak…”.
	
  

But what we do know now is that the baton has been passed, one dustbin
hugger to the next. Like a true MVP of Starry Nite, Lionel visited toilet after
toilet, took a roll down gentle slope towards Bras Basah station and even
managed to get Tau Poked. The night, however, did not end with that, there
were many other epic incidents, many of which are better told at the bars or
something out of print…
With our two outstanding candidates for MVP ensuring the night would
forever be memorable, one can only wait with bated breath and excitement as
to what the next event would bring. Bring out the CUPS!
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